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What is the Interactive Practice Studio?
The Interactive Practice Studio (IPS) is a new environment designed to make student practice more fun and
productive and to help teachers integrate technology in the classroom more conveniently and efficiently.
The IPS provides instant access to practice tracks, video lessons, biographical and historical information,
maps and illustrations, fun facts, a metronome/tuner, notation software, and so much more—all in one
location. It is also perfect for interactive whiteboard use.

Intuitive icons make the IPS easy to use.

How is the IPS accessed?
The Interactive Practice Studio software is available for download at www.kjos.com/ips. Follow the on-screen
instructions and use the unique sixteen-digit code located on the User License card attached to every
String Basics student book. This code provides access to the “virtual” book environment and all the features
discussed on the following pages.

What are the system requirements?
• Windows XP, Vista, 7 (32 or 64-bit operating systems)
• Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard), 10.6 (Snow Leopard)
• 1.6Ghz or greater processor (Dual Core Processor recommended)
• 1GB of RAM (2GB RAM suggested)
©2010 Kjos Music Press
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The Speaker icon indicates that a recorded accompaniment is available.
Play with or without the student part, loop it to repeat several times,
slow it down, and adjust the volume. Accompaniments use real
instruments in a variety of musical styles.

Flexible playback.

The Recording icon allows a student to record a performance using an internal or external
microphone, save the file, and email it to a teacher or relatives.

One-touch recording.
Mix and save in one window.

The My Files icon allows access to saved recordings for playback and sharing. A student can
use this feature to build a portfolio for assessment at the end of the year.

Sharing recordings is fast and easy.
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The Tuner/Metronome icon opens a
combination metronome and tuner in
a separate window. It can be open at all
times during any class/practice session.

Automatic note recognition and reference tone playback.

A “lite” version of the Pyware™ Music Writer Touch notation software is included with the
IPS. This allows students and teachers to compose and notate music as they wish. It also
allows the teacher to integrate composition in the classroom through use of an interactive
whiteboard.

Notating a melody is easy with Pyware’s Music Writer Touch.
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The Video Lesson icon indicates there is a video lesson or special subject video presentation
available. Below is a screen shot from Video Lesson #6: Performing Bow Hand Exercises.
Lessons are taught in a classroom with vertical row-style seating by authors Terry Shade and
Jeremy Woolstenhulme.

Terry Shade and Jeremy Woolstenhulme teaching bow hold exercises.

For a complete list of all video content included in String Basics, Book 1, see page 11.
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String Basics features a Skills Demonstration Concert. Placed midway through the book
on pages 24 and 25, six short pieces comprise a complete eleven minute concert. Student
narration is included. The Interactive Practice Studio includes a full-length performance of
the Skills Demonstration Concert, under the direction of Jeremy Woolstenhulme and
performed by Hyde Park Middle School string students, Las Vegas, Nevada.

Skills Demonstration Concert.
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The Star icon provides “Connections!” to extra information, such as historical information,
cultural information, maps and flags, photos and paintings, other reference recordings,
fun facts, and more!
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The Media Downloader serves a dual purpose.
1) It allows students to download recorded accompaniments, video lessons, and full
pages of the book into the computer’s cache for offline use of the IPS.
2) It allows students to download recorded accompaniments and videos for easy
transfer to portable media devices.
Available iTunes and Windows Media audio files make portable listening simple.

Downloadable files make offline use smooth and efficient.
*iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
**Windows Media Player is either a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
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Information about other instruments enrich students’ musical understanding.

Listening examples offer opportunities for analyzing and describing music.
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The Interactive Teacher Studio (ITS) is available using a unique User License code that comes with each
String Basics Teacher’s Edition. In addition to all the features listed on the previous pages, the teacher also
has access to:
Videos:
• Setting Up Your Orchestra Room
		
This video features the row-style set up for your orchestra.
• Starting Your Class
		
Here are a few time-tested strategies for getting your class started efficiently.
• Classroom Tuning Procedures
Five different tuning procedures are presented in order from the simplest to the most
advanced. In addition to emphasizing proper tuning, other teaching concepts are integrated
into the process such as counting aloud, group pulse, bowing skills, and basic rhythms.
Forms, Worksheets, and Activities:
• Practice Records
• Self Evaluation Forms
• Test Line Forms
• Ear Training-Rhythmic Dictation Worksheets
• Melodic Dictation Worksheets
• Theory Reinforcement Worksheets
• Memorization Rubrics
• Solo Performance Rubrics
• Meet the Composers (Interviews with 10 featured composers)
• Song Search
• Exploring Folk Songs Project (Worksheets & Rubric)
• Frings! Here is a perfect classroom card game that reinforces notes on the violin, viola, cello, and
bass fingerboards.
Listening:
• Orchestral Excerpts representing Classical themes found throughout Book 1
ITS-Only Bonus Material!
Here’s a great resource for some extra material for you and your students. These duplicable items are not
provided in your Teacher’s Edition printed book.
• World Map
• Meet the Composers: Riddle Game
• World Map Quiz
• Conducting Patterns
• Meet Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
• Balance the Scales Game
• Name the Notes Matching Quiz
• Certificate of Completion (for color duplication)
• What’s Wrong Here! (a theory-based game)
• Certificate of Completion (for black duplication)
• The Violin Shop (Video) Quiz
• 2 sizes of Blank staff paper
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Video Lessons: designed for students and teachers
Lesson 1: Sight Singing and Group Pulse
Lesson 2A: Holding Your Instrument and Playing Pizzicato for Violin and Viola
Lesson 2B: Holding Your Instrument and Playing Pizzicato for Cello and Bass
Lesson 3: New Step for Violin and Viola
Lesson 4: Performing D, E, F# Pizzicato
Lesson 5: Forming Your Balance Point Pre-Bow Hold
Lesson 6: Performing Bow Hand Exercises
Lesson 7: Learning Variable Bow Speeds
Lesson 8: New Step for Bass
Lesson 9: Performing Arco in D Major
Lesson 10: Saying and Playing Eighth Notes
Lesson 11: Low 2 Study
Lesson 12: Performing Mixed Finger Patterns
Special Video Subjects: designed for students, teachers, and parents/guardians
The Violin Shop
Practice Tips
Concert Etiquette
Skills Demonstration Concert
Special Video Subjects: designed for teachers
Setting Up Your Orchestra Room
Starting Your Class
Classroom Tuning Procedures
Special Video Subject: designed for parents/guardians
Note to Parents

The Violin Shop: Luthier Kevin Lee shows students Victoria and Curtiss different parts of the violin.
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The Authors
Terry Shade is an active string educator at Issaquah Middle School in Issaquah,
Washington. Nationally recognized as a string specialist and project facilitator at
the middle school/junior high level, Ms. Shade has presented workshops and clinics
around the United States on the subject of establishing successful beginning string
orchestras. She has also conducted all-state and honor orchestras throughout the
country. Her teaching experiences prior to Issaquah have included positions in Atlanta,
Georgia (Gwinnett County), and Las Vegas, Nevada. Her leadership as mentor and
project facilitator there prompted the state of Nevada to honor her with the prestigious
Steve Maytan Contribution to Education Award.

Jeremy Woolstenhulme currently serves as the orchestra director at Hyde Park
Middle School in Las Vegas, Nevada, where he teaches 400 students each day.
His award-winning orchestras have performed at National ASTA Conferences,
The Midwest Clinic, along with festivals in New York, San Diego, London, Boston,
and Washington, D.C. Mr. Woolstenhulme is also a commissioned and published
composer with a number of original and arranged works for string and full orchestra
to his credit. His specialty is to write for middle and high school orchestras where he
composes to teach, challenge, and inspire.

Wendy Barden (contributing author for the Teacher’s Edition
& Interactive Teacher Studio) has been a music educator in the
Osseo Area Schools (Minnesota) since 1977, and currently
serves as K-12 Music Coordinator for a department of 55 music
educators. Her teaching experience spans elementary through
college levels in instrumental and general music classrooms. She
is a Yamaha National Mentor Teacher and MENC Nationally
Registered and Certified Music Educator. Dr. Barden is the
author of several groundbreaking publications including her
newest series, Maximizing Student Performance, published by
Neil A. Kjos Music Company.

String Basics, Book 1 is available for the following:
Violin
Viola
Cello
String Bass

Piano Accompaniment
Teacher’s Edition

The String Basics Curriculum also offers a portal to the Interactive Practice Studio and the Interactive Teacher
Studio, an online and downloadable resource featuring video lessons, audio accompaniments called “Practice Tracks,”
tuner and metronome, and special features including maps, flags, art, fun facts, and more!
For interactive assessment and more subscribe to SmartMusic at www.smartmusic.com.
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